
Dubbed a neighborhood diamond in the rough, Local Pour House is a business that’s been 
reborn. Now a gastropub and sports bar with a chic Manhattan look but still purely Bayside feel, 
the venue features a window showcasing the chef at work, thanks to recent renovations made 
to make the transition from bar to a restaurant that serves an intriguing mix of eclectic fare. 
 
The menu manages to find a harmony of American, French-Canadian and international cuisine, 
with items like the Poutine Skillet and Empanadas comingling with the half-pound Certified 
Angus Pour House Burger, Waffle Encrusted Chicken Fillets, French Dip and more. It’s thanks to 
Montreal-born chef Mark Brisebois, who began his career in Canada over two decades ago and 
honed his skills in international hotels and resorts around the globe. Brisebois deftly strikes a 
balance between creative, upscale cooking techniques and the traditional feel of a 
neighborhood pub, shopping at local farmers’ markets daily for fresh, seasonal ingredients for 
his made-to-order dishes. There’s something for all tastes on this exciting menu, including 
popular items like the Avocado Spring Roll appetizer served with chimichurri sauce as well as 
Belgian Fries. The house’s most in-demand entrée is the Sizzling Skillet, offering your choice of a 
10-ounce Certified Angus skirt steak, wild-caught salmon filet or jumbo shrimp, served over a 
bed of steamed jasmine rice and asparagus in a skillet, finished with the chef’s signature sauce.   
 
Cindy Soto-Seyford, who’s worked on and around Bell Boulevard for the last 27 years, also 
works in Local Pour House’s bustling kitchen and co-owns the establishment with her husband 
John Seyford. Cindy herself is an award-winning mixologist who’s known for her menu of 
cocktails, so Local Pour House’s moniker just wouldn’t fit without a full selection of beverages. 
Renowned for their artisanal local craft beer selection in addition to 30 on tap, homemade 
sangria and handcrafted cocktails including Manhattans, daiquiris and Bellinis, Local Pour House 
plans on introducing a summer cocktail menu to add even more to their already-impressive 
arsenal. 
 
Whether you’re settling in to catch a game on one of their 18 HDTVs mounted behind the bar, 
enjoying an intimate meal, grabbing takeout, hosting a private party or taking advantage of 
their comprehensive catering services, Local Pour House promises a Bayside experience you 
won’t want to miss.  
 


